
 
 

Suggested Writing Topics 
 

Topics for Reflection Papers: 

 

1. Write a movie evaluation (NOT a summary) on the effectiveness of the movie. Consider such 

qualities as: plot, characters, dramatic impact, and historical accuracy. 

 

2. Reflect on the genre of historical fiction. What are the advantages/disadvantages of a 

fictionalized film versus a documentary? What responsibilities do writers or producers of 

historical fiction have to their audience? (To what extent should they be able to “bend the facts” 

to advance the story?)       

 

Topics for Research Papers: 

 

1. Research diplomats and religious officials who rescued Jews in France during the Holocaust. 

What were they able to accomplish and how? (Hint: Look at Turkish and Iranian diplomats as 

well as Christian and Muslim leaders.)   

 

2. Research Muslims who are “Righteous among the Nations.” (Hint: Look at the European 

countries of Bosnia and Albania and at North Africa, places where Muslims directly witnessed 

the Holocaust. The Middle East itself was never under Nazi rule, and thus Muslims there did not 

witness the Holocaust first-hand.)   

 

3. Research Algeria’s relations with France in the 20
th

 century. (Be sure to consider why the 

mosque was built in Paris, why so many Algerians were in France, what Algerians in the French 

Resistance hoped to accomplish, and how relations between the French and Algerians played out 

after the war.) 

 

Creative Writing:  
 

1. “Free Men” is told from the perspective of Younes, a young Algerian worker in Paris. Tell the 

story from the perspective of a different character, such as Salim Halali, the Jewish girl Younes 

brings to the mosque, or the woman Younes knows as “Leila.” 

 

2. Younes is still a young man when the war ends in 1945. Imagine it is 10 years later, 1955, and 

Younes has returned to Algeria. Write the story of “Free Men” from the perspective of this 

middle-aged Younes, looking back over the gulf of time and space.  

 

 


